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Interaction of stem cells with their supportive microenvironment “niche” facilitate the signaling networks that control the 
balance between self-renewal and differentiation. In the hematopoietic system, Nestin-GFP+ mesenchymal stromal cells 

(MSC), Leptin receptor (LepR)+ MSCs, NG2+ MSCs, CAR cells which located in the perivascular area have been implicated 
in the regulation of HSC maintenance. On the other hand, we identified that endosteal cells (bone lining cells) were composed 
of three populations: ALCAM+Sca-1– osteoblasts, ALCAM–Sca-1+ MSC, and ALCAM–Sca-1– cells osteoprogenitor/other 
stromal cells. All three fractions maintained long-term reconstitution (LTR) activity of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), 
and ALCAM+Sca-1– cells, in particular, showed robust supporting activity for HSCs. For characterization of the three 
endosteal cell populations, we performed the single cell gene expression analysis and identified the small subpopulation in 
ALCAM+Sca-1– cells that expressed pluripotent stem cell marker genes. These data indicate that ALCAM+Sca-1– cells are a 
heterogeneous population that contains immature cells. With the repeated single cell analysis, we found that the subpopulation 
of ALCAM+Sca-1– cells specifically expressed Cdh2. As expected, the gene expression pattern of ALCAM+Sca-1–Cdh2+ cells 
was similar to ES cell rather than bone marrow MSCs. Furthermore, ALCAM+Sca-1–Cdh2+ cells maintained LTR activity 
of HSCs after the coculture with HSCs. These data suggest that ALCAM+Sca-1–Cdh2+ cells are novel MSCs with niche cell 
activity for HSCs.
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